A search for the neutral Higgs bosons h ~ and A ~ predicted by the Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), has been performed by the OPAL Collaboration at LEP. The analysis was based on approximately 75 pb -1 of data taken at centre-of-mass energies in the vicinity of the Z ~ resonance. No Higgs boson signals have been detected. Using, in addition, an upper limit on the contribution of non-Standard Model processes to the Z ~ boson width, almost the entire MSSM parameter space that can be reached at present LEP energies has been excluded. In particular, at the 95% confidence level, our results imply that mho > 44.5 GeV/c 2 and mA 0 > 24.3 GeV/c 2, for tan/~ _> 1. The sensitivity to this assumption is discussed and the search results are also interpreted in the context of general two-doublet models. 1
Introduction
Theories of the electroweak interaction with local gauge invariance introduce spontaneous symmetry breaking to allow for the gauge bosons W • and Z ~ to acquire mass while maintaining renormalizability. Such theories predict the existence of one or several scalar particles, the Higgs bosons [1] . To date, these particles have not been observed.
The Minimal Standard Model (SM) [2] is the simplest of these theories. It includes one doublet of complex Higgs fields to achieve symmetry breaking and predicts the existence of a single Higgs boson, H ~ with unspecified mass SM~ but well defined couplings. The latter fix the cross section for Higgs boson production in association with a virtual Z ~ boson, Z*, through the "bremsstrahlung" process, e § ---~ Z ~ ~ H~ Z* [3] and determine the H~ decay modes, provided that the Higgs boson mass, m~M, is specified. 1 aAlso at TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada V6T 2A3 bNow at Texas Technical Institute, Lubbock, USA CNow at Fermilab, P O Box 500, Batavia IL 60510, USA dNow at University of Berne, CH-3012 Berne, Switzerland Ever since the e § -collider LEP at CERN came into operation, a considerable effort has been devoted to the search for the SM Higgs boson. The four LEP experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL, have analysed up to 2 million hadronic Z ~ decays each, but no signal has been found. The current lower limits for m~M are approximately 60 GeV/c 2 from each experiment [4, 5] . This limit cannot be significantly improved at the present LEP energy [6] ; however, the searches will be continued at LEP 200, extending the sensitivity to m~M ~ 90 GeV/c 2 [7, 8] . Later these could be pursued at the hadron collider LHC [9] and perhaps at a future e § -linear collider [10] covering eventually the mass range up to approximately 1 TeV/c 2 which is the theoretical bound for ra~M based on vacuum stability and renormalizability [11] .
Despite the success of the SM in describing elementary particle phenomena at the electroweak energy scale and below, the theory has considerable shortcomings. For example, it does not predict the mass spectrum and family structure of fermions. There is also the problem of quadratically divergent radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass often referred to as the "naturalness problem". While in the SM these are cancelled by artificial fine-tuning of model parameters, supersymmetric (SUSY) models provide a more elegant solution: the divergent loops from standard particles are cancelled by equivalent loops of the SUSY partners [12] .
The implementation of SUSY necessitates a second doublet of complex Higgs fields. One of the doublets, with vacuum expectation value (VEV) v2, couples only to up-type fermions while the other, with vacuum expectation value Vl, couples only to down-type fermions. The VEV-ratio tan fl = v2/Vl is a free parameter of the model. While it is expected to be in the range 1 < tan/3 ~ rot~rob ,~ 40 (mr and mb are the top and bottom quark masses), values less than 1 cannot be excluded a priori [13] .
The Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model, MSSM, predicts an extended Higgs sector with five physical Higgs bosons: one pair of charged particles, H +, two CP-even neutral scalars and one CP-odd neutral particle, A ~ The two CP-even scalar fields mix with an angle c~ to produce the two physical states h ~ and H ~ (mh0 < mH0 by definition). At the tree level all Higgs boson masses and couplings can be expressed in terms of two independent parameters, for example mho and mAo, and the masses obey the following relations: mh0 <mzo <mH o, mh0 < mAo < mH0, mH• > row.
Of these tree level relations, the first has perhaps the greatest phenomenological impact since it limits the mass of the lightest Higgs boson, h ~ from above, implying that a decisive test of the MSSM can be done, either at present accelerators or at those planned for the near future.
The above mass relations are modified when one-loop radiative corrections due to heavy quarks, in particular the top quark, are taken into account [14] . It is important to note, however, that even with radiative corrections included, the mass of the h ~ boson is constrained to less than ..~ 140 GeV/c 2 (if tan/3 > 1 is assumed) 1, as long as the top quark is not heavier than 200 GeV/c 2, as suggested by the precise LEP measurements of the electroweak parameters [16, 17, 18] and by the CDF experiment at Fermilab [19] .
The MSSM Higgs bosons can be produced at LEP through the processes [12] Z ~ ~ h~ * Higgs boson "brernsstrahlung" Z ~ ---+ h~ ~ Higgs boson "pair production".
The pair production process is kinematically restricted to mho + mA0 _< mz o. Nevertheless, the "bremsstrahlung" process does not directly involve the A ~ boson and can be used to probe regions of the MSSM parameter space with arbitrarily large mA0. The cross sections are related to those of SM processes by o'(Z ~ ~ h~ *) = sin2(/3 -a). asM(Z ~ --+ HOM Z*)
~r(Z ~ -~ h~ ~ = cos2(/3 -a) 1 mAo/mzo) 9 o'sM(Z 0 /1~), where Q(x, y, z) = [(x -y -z) 2 -4yz] 1/2 is the usual twobody decay phase space factor and asM(Z ~ --+ vO) is the cross section of the Z ~ decaying into neutrinos of any single family. The two processes are in a sense complementary to each other: in those parts of the (mho , mAo ) parameter space where the first process is suppressed by a small value of sin2(/3 -a), the second is enhanced by a large cos2(/3 -a), and vice versa. Eq. (1) also implies that the searches for the SM process Z ~ -+ H~ z* can be interpreted in the MSSM Context as searches for the process Z ~ -+ h~ * with reduced sensitivity, provided that differences in the detection efficiencies, due to the different decay branching fractions of the h ~ and HOM bosons, are taken into account. The observable final states of the two processes are determined by the decay properties of the h ~ and A ~ bosons. The MSSM Higgs bosons, like the SM Higgs boson, couple t The upper limit of mh0 may slightly vary if higher order corrections are added or if other perturbatively valid supersymmetric Higgs sectors are considered [15] preferentially to the heaviest fermion pairs which are kinematically allowed. Additionally, in the MSSM the couplings also depend on the angles a and/3. For tan/3 > 1 and for masses greater than 2mb ~ 10 GeV/c 2, the dominant decay mode is into bb (~ 90%) with ~ 6-8% into T+T - [12] . In the region between 2mr ~ 3.5 GeV/c 2 and 2mb, T+'rand ce final states compete with each other. Between 2m u = 212 MeV/c 2 and 2mr the MSSM predictions are not reliable due to large QCD corrections, and the searches must be decay-mode independent. For masses below 2mr,, only the channels e+e -and 3'7 (through heavy quark loops) are open; the searches have to deal with uncertainties in the relative rates and one has to allow for the possibility that the lifetime of a very light Higgs boson is sufficiently long for it to have a significant probability for escaping from the detector.
The domain mAo < mh0/2, which becomes available by the inclusion of one-loop radiative corrections [20] , deserves particular attention. There, the decay h ~ ~ A~ ~ is kinematically possible and the great number of possible final states adds considerably to the complexity of the searches.
The results described in this work are based on Z ~ decays registered between 1990 and the end of 1993 and correspond to an integrated luminosity of approximately 75 pb -1 . Most of the data were collected at a centre of mass energy, Ecru = mz0, and a smaller fraction at various energies within +3 GeV of mzo. Practically all features of the OPAL detector have been exploited: precise tracking and calorimetric measurements, lepton identification and b-flavour tagging. The OPAL detector [21] and many of the techniques employed in this work have been described in previous publications which will be quoted in due course and to which the reader should refer for more information.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the theoretical framework of the MSSM which includes calculations of one-loop radiative corrections, and the mathematical methods used to extract mass limits. In Sects. 3, 4 and 5 we assume tan/3 > 1. In particular, in Sect. 3 we reassess the early, decay-mode independent, searches for the SM Higgs boson over the low mass range below ~ l0 GeV/c 2 [22, 23] , where the final states vary rapidly with mass. Used together with other constraints, these searches lead to the unambiguous exclusion of h ~ with mass in the range 0 < mho < 11.3 GeV/c 2, regardless of mAo. Sections 4 and 5 deal with the high mass domain, mh0 > 10 GeV/c 2. We consider separately the region mA0 > 2mr, where the MSSM provides firm predictions for the A ~ final states and the domain mAo < 2mr, where this is not the case. There again, the results rely in part on previously published searches which we quote without describing in detail; we rather concentrate on new analyses, unpublished so far. In Sect. 6 we summarise the results and discuss our mass limits within the strict MSSM framework. We also consider the case tan/3 < 1. The interpretation of the results in the context of more general models with two doublets of Higgs fields is presented in Sect. 7.
Theoretical framework and analysis methods
The present analysis is based on work quoted in Refs. [14, 20, 24, 25] and, in particular, on the relation [24] : 
Here mw is the W • boson mass and aw = c~/sin 2 0w the electroweak coupling constant. The SUSY partners of the quarks are all assumed to be degenerate with a common mass scale, ms. In the adopted approximation, only the loop correction due to the top quark is explicitly considered while effects from lighter quarks are not. The expression for e shows a fourth power dependence on the top quark mass, rot, and a logarithmic dependence on ms. To date, the top quark mass is not known with precision. Based on results from the TEVATRON [19, 26] as well as on the interpretation of the precise LEP electroweak data within the context of the MSSM [18] we assume mt< 200 GeV/c 2 and, on general theoretical grounds, ms _< 1 TeV/c 2 [12] . Consequently, 0 _< e _< ema x where ema x ~ (75/sin/3) 2 (GeV/c2) 2.
To project the MSSM parameter space on the (mho, mAo) plane we rewrite Eq. The allowed parameter space is defined as the portion of the (mho, mA o) plane where the cubic equation (5) provides at least one solution with 0 < sin 2/3 < 1; this domain is shown in Fig. 1 , to the left of the full curve. The region to the left of the dashed line is the region allowed at the tree level. The inclusion of one-loop radiative corrections considerably increases the parameter space towards large mh 0 and into the region mA0 < mho, below the dashed line.
To determine whether a given point (mhO,mA0) is experimentally excluded or not, we vary e between zero and e,~,~ and calculate in each case the MSSM parameters tan/3 and sin2(/3 -c~) which fix the Higgs boson production cross sections and branching ratios. If Eq. (5) yields several solutions, these are examined one by one. The number, ni, of expected events in a search for a given final state i with branching ratio Bri is ni=~ . Bri 9 ~f~ 9 rh is larger than the experimental 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit obtained from the data.
In most of our searches Poisson statistics are applied to determine the 95% CL upper limits, since close to the mass limits the number of expected Higgs boson events is small. In those cases where the background could be almost completely supressed, the few surviving data events were treated as Higgs boson candidates. The probability to observe N events while the model predicts A events is given by the Poisson distribution function P),(N) = 1--~---)',kN (8) N! e and the 95% CL upper limit is given by N n=0 For N = 0 or 1, Eq. (9) gives ~ = 3 or 4.7, respectively. In the present case, however, the observed candidate events have well measured Higgs boson masses, m; the 95% CL upper limit for the signal may thus be modified in a way which takes into account the experimental mass resolution, Am. We adopted a simple, conservative approach which is to increase the 95% CL upper limit from 3 to 4.7 in the mass range m + 2Am of a single isolated event.
In the cases where the background could not be fully suppressed it was determined by Monte Carlo simulation and subtracted from the data. If N data events remain after the selection and the number of expected background events is #B + ~uB, a conservative 95% CL upper limit, )~, for a possible signal is obtained by solving the following equation [28, 29] :
In order to take into account the uncertainty of the background estimate, we used #B -~run instead of #B in the above formula to determine s 3 The low mass domain mho < 10 GeV/c 2 Very light Higgs bosons, with mass well below 2m~,, have long lifetimes and may escape the detector. On the other hand, if the Higgs boson mass is in the range 2m u < mho,A0 < 2mr, its decay modes are uncertain due to large QCD corrections. These problems arise equally for SM and MSSM Higgs bosons. A search strategy was adopted which led to a decaymode independent exclusion of the SM Higgs boson from the entire range 0 < m~M < 11.3 GeV/c 2 (95% CL) [22, 23] . The search for the process Z ~ ~ H~ Z* covers the quoted mass range in two steps: For 2m~, < m~M < 2m~-, the problem arising from the uncertainty on the Higgs boson decay modes was avoided by using the Z* --~ e+e -,/z+# -channels and searching for an acoplanar pair of inclusive leptons. (The acoplanarity angle is the complement of the angle between the projections of the two momentum vectors on the plane perpendicular to the beam direction.) The main background arises from radiative dilepton processes. Therefore, event topologies consistent with Z ~ ~ g+g-7 or Z ~ ~ g+g-77 (where the photons may have converted) were rejected. Since the removal of this background may have eliminated Higgs bosons decaying into purely electromagnetic final states, (e+e -, ")'7, 7r~176 etc...) such final states were explicitly searched for in the neutrino channel, Z* --* v0, by looking for isolated energetic clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
Interpreted in the MSSM context as a search for the process Z ~ ~ h~ *, the absence of a signal in this search yields an upper limit for sin2(/3 -a) using Eq. (1). This limit, as a function of mh o, is shown in Fig. 5 (a) of Ref. [23] .
An independent constraint, on cos2(/3 -a), is obtained from the precise LEP measurements of the Z ~ decay width, Fzo. Compared to the SM prediction it yields an experimental upper limit of Fx < 13.9 MeV (95% CL) [30] for the partial width of any non-standard decay, Z ~ ~ X. Assigning to "X" the MSSM channel h~ ~ the limit on Fx is converted, at every point of the (mho, mAo) plane, into a limit on cos2(/3 --a) usin_g2E q. (2). The comparison of these 2 experimental limits on sin (/3 -a) and cos (/3 -a) with the prediction of the MSSM leads to the unambiguous exclusion of the entire domain mh0 < 11.3 GeV/c z (95% CL), for any value of mAo. This exclusion is shown by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 2 . The line labeled A indicates the exclusion one would obtain without the constraint on cos2(/3-a) from Fzo. One should note that the limit for mho is determined mainly by the constraint on sin2(/3 -a) and is rather insensitive to the precise value of T'x. 4 The high mass domain mhO > 10 GeV/c 2 For masses larger than 2m~-, the h ~ and A ~ boson decay branching ratios are well predicted by the MSSM. In the domain with mhO > 10 GeVlc 2 there remains, however, a narrow band, with mAo < 2m~-, where our previous considerations regarding long lifetimes and uncertain final state predictions are still relevant for the A ~ boson. We postpone the discussion of that band to the next section.
In the domain given by mho > 10 GeV/c 2 and mAO > 2m~., we make use of the SM Higgs boson searches which were designed for m~M > 2rob. Using Eq. (1), these searches are converted into limits on sinZ(fl -a), after correcting for differences in the detection efficiencies of the two processes Z ~ ~ I-I~sMZ* and Z ~ ~ h~ * due to different decay branching ratios. Usually, these differences are small, except for mAo < mho/2 (below the dotted line in 
Limits from the searches for the SM Higgs boson
The most recent OPAL publication on searches for the SM Higgs boson [5] is based on data collected from 1990 to the end of 1993, with an integrated luminosity of ~ 75 pb -1.
The search comprises two final states of the Z ~ --* I-I~sMZ* process: the neutrino channel (Z* ---* t/O) and the leptonic channels (Z* ---r e+e-,#+#-). In the first case one looks for an event topology with two acoplanar jets and missing energy, while in the second case for pairs of isolated, highmomentum, oppositely charged electrons or muons produced in association with hadronic jets. For a detailed description of the methods, the selection cuts and the results the reader is referred to Ref. [5] . The search resulted in two candidate events, one in the Z* ~ t/9 channel, compatible with a Higgs boson :mass of 25. For the present purpose, the determination of the detection efficiencies in the Z* ~ t/O channel has been extended to cover the mass range from 10 GeV/c 2 to 70 GeV/c 2. In Fig.2 the dashed lines labeled B indicate the 95% CL exclusion which is obtained when the above search is interpreted in the MSSM context, including for the moment only h ~ ---* ff final states (i.e., setting the h ~ ---* A~ ~ detection efficiencies to zero) in the calculation of the expected number of signal events. The two disconnected excluded regions, one above and one below the mAO = mho diagonal line, result from the fact that sinZ(fi -a) is predicted to be zero on the diagonal. The sharp edge at mho = 54 GeV/c 2 and mA0 = 27 GeV/c 2 is due to the onset of the h ~ ---* A~ ~ decay channel.
In Fig. 2 , the solid line (for mA o > 27 GeV/c 2) continued by the curve labeled C (for mAo < 27 GeV/c2), shows the limit which is obtained when the constraint from Fz 0 is added. Since the h ~ ~ A~ ~ decays are not used, this exclusion (which reaches mho = 46 GeV/c 2 for low mAo and mho = 38 GeV/c 2 for any mA o) is free from any assumption concerning the A ~ boson decay mode and valid down to mA0 = 0.
The selection criteria of the search in the Z* --r uO channel were also applied to the processes Z ~ --+ Z*h ~ vOA~ ~ ~ t/O(, T+T-qq, 7-+~---T+'r--). The detection efficiencies were typically smaller than those of the ugqq final states; for example, at mho = 50 GeV/c 2 the t/Oqq efficiency was 45 % [5] while the t/Pefficiencies were 47%, 30% and 18% for mA o = 5, 15 and 25 GeV/c 2, respectively. The inclusion of these channels extends the exclusion in the domain 2m~-< mx 0 < mho/2, from curve C to the solid line (Fig. 2 ).
Dedicated searches for specific Z ~ ~ h~176 final states
The exclusion shown in Fig. 2 can be improved both in the region mA0 ~ mho and at large mh o by searches for specific Z ~ ---* h~ ~ final states. The cross section for this process, Eq. (2), is mainly limited by the phase space factor, Q, which drops to zero at the kinematic limit, mh0 + mAo = mz0. T+T - pairs. In the region mA o ~-, mh0 the exclusion is improved by a search for the process Z ~ --* h~ ~ ~ T+'r-qq where the T+Tpair originates either from the h ~ or from the A ~ boson. For mh0 > 2m~-and rnAo > mho/2, the MSSM predicts branching ratios for h ~ ~ ~'+T-and A ~ --* T+T -in the range 6-8%, leading to comfortable event rates in these channels. Furthermore, the two isolated T leptons provide a clean signal, well separated from the background.
Final states with inclusive
The search for events with T+T -pairs is described in a previous publication .
[3t]. The main signature was that of two oppositely charged, isolated, high-momentum tracks from one-prong decays of the T leptons, with invariant mass greater than 10 GeV/c 2. Although the conclusions of that publication with regards to mass limits need modifying in the light of radiative corrections, the methods remain valid. The signal detection efficiency of that search at, for example, mho = 45 GeV/c 2 and mAo = 45 GeV/c 2 is 6.5%.
This search has been applied to an event sample of 47 pb -1 integrated luminosity. A few events, with hadronic mass smaller than 15 GeV/c 2, survived the selection. These are compatible with background from higher-order "fourfermion" final states [32] . Due to the low hadronic mass, these events have no impact in the relevant region, mA 0 mho > 30 GeV/c 2. By adding this channel to the ones previously described, the 95% CL exclusion in the region mA o -~ mho is improved: one obtains mA o > 44.5 GeV/c 2. lection is described in [33] ), one required at least two charged tracks with momentum larger than 2 GeV/c, polar angle between 45 and 135 degrees, opposite electric charge, and well isolated (isolation cone with a half-angle of 30 degrees) from any other charged track. The background, mainly from hadronic Z ~ decays, was completely suppressed by the following simple selection criteria:
Charged track multiplicity < 13; Total visible energy < 50 GeV; Sphericity > 0.05;
The event hemisphere containing the two isolated tracks and defined by the plane perpendicular to the vector sum of the two track momenta should not contain more than 0.5 GeV in addition to the energy of the two tracks.
Applying this selection to a data sample of ~ 47 pb -t integrated luminosity leaves no surviving candidate events. In the mass range relevant to this search, mh0 > 30 GeV/c 2 and 4 < mAo < 12 GeV/c 2, the detection efficiencies vary between 2% (high mAo) and 11% (low mAo). The region where this analysis has an impact on the exclusion is indicated by the curve labeled B in Fig. 3 .
This limit cannot be significantly improved at LEP I since it is close to the kinematic limit 2
The same search has also been applied to the process Z ~ ---, h~ ~ ~ (A~176 ~ with either one or two A ~ bosons decaying into 7-+7-pairs. These channels are relevant for 2m~-< mAO < mh0/2 and abundant for mA0 < 2rob. The simulation of the detection efficiencies has taken into account that the 7-+7--pairs could arise from the primary A ~ boson or from cascade (h ~ --* A~ ~ A ~ bosons. For the 7-+T-qClqC t final state the detection efficiencies were found to be similar to those of 7-+7--qC t while for 7-+7--7-+7--qq they were higher. The inclusion of these final states improves the limits in the region 2m~-< mAO < mho/2, extending them towards higher values of mh0, as indicated by the line labeled A in Fig. 3 .
The 3(w+r-)final state.
The region 2m~-< mA0 < 2rob is not fully excluded by the previous search for events with 7-lepto n pairs. Nevertheless, the process Z ~ ~ h~ ~ (A~176 ~ ~ 3(7-+7--) provides a clean signature with a relatively large cross section since in this mass range the A ~ ~ 7-+7--channel is competing only with the A ~ ~ c~ final state. A specific search was carried out, concentrating on mho > 30 GeV/c 2. The Higgs boson signal is expected to have a low charged particle multiplicity and several energetic, isolated leptons from the 7 -• decays. In addition, there should be a sizeable missing energy due to the r-neutrinos and, for large mh0, the event should also have high sphericity.
After applying the standard quality requirements for charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters (the precise se-
The 3(bb)final state. In this section we describe a search for the decay Z ~ ~ h~ ~ ~ (A~176 ~ ~ 3(bb) which improves the sensitivity in the region mh0 > 40
GeV/c 2, 2rob < mA o < mho/2, not fully excluded by the previous searches. Since in this region the dominant decay of the A ~ boson is A ~ ~ bb with a branching ratio larger than 90%, this final state provides a copious Higgs boson signal with many b-fiavoured hadrons. To reduce the QCD background to a tolerable level, kinematic cuts were applied and b-flavoured hadrons were tagged via displaced secondary vertices. To achieve the best possible b-tagging, the analysis was restricted to data with silicon microvertex detector information (taken in 1991 and 1992), corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 30 pb -l.
The kinematics of the Higgs boson signal varies rapidly with mAO. While for a heavy A ~ boson it is possible to resolve individual b jets, for a lighter A ~ with mass close to the bl~ threshold, this is not always possible. On the other hand, light A ~ bosons (which give rise to more collimated jets) can be reconstructed with higher accuracy than heavy A ~ bosons. Therefore, in order to have a high selection efficiency over the whole relevant range of mAO, we use two slightly different sets of kinematic cuts, one for the low mass part and one for the high mass part. The sensitivities of the two selections merge at mA o ,.m 15 GeV/c 2.
A preselection common to both mAo regions was first applied, requiring at least three jets, reconstructed by the JADE jet finding algorithm [34] with a mass resolution parameter Ycut= 0.07. The jet finder was applied to charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters which satisfied the standard quality requirements. In the few cases where more than three jets were found, the events were forced into a three jet pattern by increasing the value of Yc~,t. All three jets were required to have their momentum vector pointing away from the beam direction, (1 cos 0 l< 0.9), and to contain at least three charged tracks. The four-momenta were determined using a global energy correction algorithm (GCE, see e.g. [35] . Note the logarithmic scale of the vertical axis [33] ) which improves the measurement of jet four-vectors by avoiding the problem of double-counting the energy of charged tracks with associated electromagnetic clusters.
First it was required that all three jets have a moderate relativistic boost, "f = F_,/mc z, less than 4. The distribution of the highest of the three boost values is shown in the uppermost part of Fig. 4 . In the high mass search we further required that the average value of the three jet masses be larger than 12 GeV/c 2. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , in the case of a heavy A ~ boson the average jet mass is significantly lower than mA0. While part of the difference is accounted for by the energy carried away by neutrinos the main reason is kinematical: since for large mA0 the three A ~ bosons have low momenta, the two b jets are emitted at large angle. It is therefore rather difficult to correctly assign them to the parent A ~ boson and the resulting average jet mass deviates from raAO. In the low mass region, where the A ~ bosons are correctly reconstructed, it is more efficient to require that the three jets have the same mass within the experimental resolution, by requesting that the average spread of the mass differences defined by their standard deviation, crm, be smaller than 4 GeV/c 2. This distribution is also shown in Fig. 4 . The final selection is based on tagging b-flavoured hadrons which are about 10 times more abundant in the Higgs boson signal than in the QCD background. We reconstructed displaced secondary vertices, in the rq5 plane (the plane perpendicular to the beam axis), from the decay of b hadrons and used the normalised decay length, l/crt, where c~t is the measurement error associated with the measured decay length, 1. (Note that for small decay lengths the value of l can become negative due to the finite spatial resolution of the detector.) Since the aim was to identify b hadrons within individual b jets, the events were reconstructed again, this time using the jet finding algorithm with a higher jet resolving power, Ycut= 0.015. The selection required at least three jets containing significantly displaced secondary vertices, with 1/crz > 2. The distributions for the three highest values of S = l/el are shown, in decreasing order, in Fig. 5 .
The plots on the right demonstrate that the Monte Carlo simulation is able to reproduce accurately the data distributions in this important variable 3. The difference between the signal and the QCD background is most pronounced for the third-largest I/az, since for a Higgs boson decay the third displaced vertex would arise from a genuine b hadron while for the bb+gluon background it is likely to be the result of the finite tracking resolution.
After all cuts, there remain 42 25 data events in the low mass / high mass search. The background simulation predicts (48.6 4-6.6 4-7.8) / (21.2 -4-4.3 + 4.7) events, the first error being statistical and the second systematic. The systematic errors on the background prediction have been studied extensively [36] . The main contributions come from detector effects which reflect themselves in the relevant kinematic distributions and in the 1/az distributions. Concerning the kinematic selection, the largest error, 15%, arises from the cut on the average of the three jet masses, in the high mass selection. Concerning the selection based on the I/crt distribution, modelling of the spatial resolution of the silicon microvertex detector results in an uncertainty of 14%, while uncertainties in the hardness of b quark fragmentation introduce an error of 7%. Summing all systematic uncertainties in quadrature, one obtains 16% / 22% for the low mass / high mass analysis.
The detection efficiencies for the signal vary between 6% and 11%. The relative systematic uncertainty is always smaller than 5%. The total relative error, statistical and systematic combined, is in all cases smaller than 12%. The domain excluded by this search at the 95% CL is indicated by the dashed line labeled C in Fig. 3 .
The domain mAO < 2m~-
We now discuss the narrow band of the MSSM parameter space with mA0 < 2m~-which was not fully excluded by the previous searches, as seen in Fig. 3 . Here, the problems are similar to those which affected the low-rob0 region and are due to the long lifetime and uncertain branching ratios of the A ~ bosom In the following we discuss several new searches which were designed to cope with these difficulties.
Searches in the domain mA o < 2m~,
One first considers the process Z ~ ---+ h~ ~ --* (A~176 ~ Depending on the A ~ lifetime, this process gives either fully visible three-jet events, or partially visible two-jet or monojet events. Each of the jets is expected to have a small invariant mass (~ mA0) and to be composed of either two charged tracks (A ~ ---+ e+e -) with a common vertex well separated from the primary e § -interaction point, or of neutral electromagnetic energy clusters (A ~ ---* 3'3'). In both cases the signal should be clearly visible in the electromagnetic calorimeter provided that the A ~ boson decays before or inside this detector.
A search for such events was carried out using a data sample of ~ 47 pb -1 integrated luminosity. After applying the standard criteria to select well measured charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters we required:
Less than 5 GeV energy deposited in the hadron calorimeter. Less than 2 GeV energy deposited in the forward detector. I cos 0 i< 0.95, 0 being the polar angle of the total momentum vector of the event. No Ixack recognised explicitly as a muon. 4, Not more than 3 jets.
The jet finder was used with a mass cutoff of 6 GeV/c 2 (//e~,t 0.004). Each of the jets was required to have a mass less than 2 GeV/c z, more than 20 GeV energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter, a polar angle satisfying [ cos 0 1< 0.95 and zero total electric charge. In the case of two-jet events one also required an acoplanarity angle greater than 10 degrees while in the case of monojet events the polar angle of the jet momentum was required to satisfy [ cos 0 1< 0.75 and the transverse momentum to exceed 5 GeV/c. This selection left 46 events in the data, 38 three-jet, 8 two-jet and 0 monojet events.
The background was studied using large samples of sim- events. The remaining background was 51 + 6 events of which 45 + 5 were three-jet, 2 4-2 two-jet and 4 :k 4 monojet events, consistent with the observed data.
The detection efficiencies for the Higgs boson signal were determined separately for the cases where all three A ~ bosons decayed to e § -and where one, two or three A ~ bosons decayed to 3'7. The above selection cuts were designed to be decay-mode independent; nevertheless, the track reconstruction efficiency of the detector and the requirement on the total jet charge introduce a bias, disfavouring the e § -final states. In order to obtain results which are valid irrespective of the ratio Br(A ~ ---+ e § ~ --+ 3'3'), we used only the efficiencies obtained for the case when all three A ~ bosons decay into e § -. For mAo = 25, 50, 100 and 200 MeV/c 2 we obtain detection efficiencies of 10%, 13%, 24% and 30%, respectively, independent of mh0.
The smallest number of expected Higgs boson events, .APmin, (dashed curves) is compared in Fig. 6 to the 95% CL upper limit obtained from the data (dashed horizontal line). The horizontal scale represents the decay length, c~-, of the A ~ boson. In calculating the detection efficiency for the Higgs boson signal one has to take into account the probability, ~, as a function of mA o, that the A ~ boson escapes detection due to its long lifetime. This calculation took into account corrections due to heavy particles, allowing large variations for the top quark mass, the scalar-top quark mass and the chargino mass. For mA0 = 20, 50 and 100 MeV/c 2 we obtain ~ = 0.9, 0.5 and 0.05, respectively, independent of mh0.
The absence of a signal in this search could result from the long lifetime of a very light A ~ boson. To address this possibility we considered the process Z ~ --+ h~ ~ with the h ~ boson decaying into a pair of fermions. (The detection efficiency for the same process with h ~ decaying into A~ ~ was set to zero.) Since in this case the A ~ boson was assumed to escape detection, the relevant event topology is identical to that of the process Z ~ --* h~ * ---+ ffu~ discussed in Sect. 4.1 (Z* ~ uP channel). That search (which had detection efficiencies of ~ 40% and was based on a data sample of ~ 75 pb -1 [5] ) is fully applicable to the present case.
In calculating the detection efficiency, the probability, #o, for the A ~ boson to escape detection has been taken into ac-N rain count. The smallest number of events, dVmm, expected from 1000 the Higgs boson signal, as a function of the decay length of the A ~ boson, c7-, and for fixed mho, is compared in Fig. 6 to the 95% CL upper limit obtained from the data (solid curve ~00 and solid horizontal line). Note, in the figure for mh0 = 30 GeV/c 2, that the latter has been increased from 3 to 4.7 to take into account one observed event. 10 The present search completes the exclusion of a very light A ~ boson with mAO < 2m u (which corresponds to c'r ~ 0. I cm), independent of its lifetime, for all values of 1 mho compatible with the MSSM. Independent of the decay mode, the Higgs boson signature consists of three well collimated jets with low mass and low multiplicity. After applying the standard selection to charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters we required:
The polar angle of the total momentum vector of the event to satisfy I cos 0 l< 0.9. The event thrust to be less than 0.97. Three jets.
The jet finding algorithm was used with a mass cutoff parameter of 8 GeV/c 2 (which corresponds to Vc~t ,,~ 0.008). Each of the three jets was required to have a polar angle satisfying [ cos Oj 1< 0.9, an invariant mass less than 7 GeV/c 2 and energy larger than 15 GeV. Narrow collimation of the jets was imposed by requiring that at least 75% of the jet energy be contained in a cone of 15 degrees half-angle, centered on the jet axis.
A specific cut was applied against the process Z ~ g+s Events having two jets with a single charged track each and an angle greater than 90 degrees between them were removed if the third jet did not contain charged tracks.
Applied to a data sample of ~ 22 pb -1 this selection retained 1369 events while the simulation of the background resulted in 12964-38 events. The largest contribution to the background comes from Z ~ ~ qcl and smaller contributions from Z ~ ---* r+r -, #+#-7 and e+e-7.
Considering the decay A ~ --~ 7r+Tr-Tr ~ the detection efficiency varies, for mhO between 30 and 65 GeV/c 2 and mAo between 0.5 and 5 GeV/c 2, from 13% to 65%. For fixed mAo it increased with increasing mho and for fixed mho it decreased with increasing mA o. For example, for mho = 50 GeV/c 2 and mAO = 0.5, 3, 5 and 5.5 GeV/c 2, one obtains 59%, 60%, 35% and 12%, respectively. The study of the other decay modes gave similar efficiencies, with a spread of 4-5%. To be decay-mode independent we used the smallest of these values. Figure 7 shows the minimal number of events, dVmm, expected for the Higgs boson signal, as a function of mao and for fixed values of mh o. It is compared to the 95% CL upper limit obtained from the data (horizontal line). Even if this search were to be used alone (dashed curves), it would exclude the gap, defined by 2m~, < mAo < 2m~-and raho > 46 GeV/c 2, not excluded in Fig. 3 . In conjunction with all other searches it starts to be effective already at mho = 20 GeV/c 2 and becomes more significant towards higher mho, as indicated by the solid curves in Fig. 7 .
Summary: MSSM
Combining all the searches for the processes Z ~ --~ h~ * and Z ~ --~ h~ ~ we exclude, at the 95% CL, the existence of the h ~ and A ~ bosons over most of the MSSM parameter space which can be accessed at the current LEP energy. We have analysed a wide range of Higgs boson final states and also used the constraint from the precise LEP measurements of the Z ~ decay width. Decay-mode independent analyses were devised for the cases in which either mh0 or mAO were less than 2mr. In these regions the h ~ and A ~ boson decay modes are not reliably predicted. Moreover, very light Higgs bosons have a long lifetime and may escape the detector.
The 95% CL exclusion is given by the shaded area in Fig. 8 . It is valid in the MSSM context as formulated in Ref. [14] for tanfl > 1. In evaluating the one-loop radiative corrections we assumed mt < 200 GeV/c 2 and ms < 1 TeV/c 2. The results imply the following lower limits: mhO = 44.5 GeV/c 2 (at ma0 = 45.2 GeV/c z) and mA o = 24.3 GeV/c 2 (at mho = 61.0 GeV/c2). These numbers slightly improve those published by other LEP experiments [38] . The first limit is determined predominantly by the search for the Z ~ ~ h~ ~ ~ T+r-qCt final state and is saturated by the kinematic bound, mh0 + ma0 = mzo. The second limit is determined essentially by the search for the Z ~ --+ h~ ~ (A~176176 ~ 3(bl~) final state. With higher luminosity this limit can, in principle, be slightly improved by pursuing the search for the h ~ boson in the "bremsstrahlung" channel.
In order to assess the overall robustness of our exclusions, we decreased all detection efficiencies simultaneously. 
Limits valid for general two-doublet models
The searches described in the previous sections have also been used to obtain a limit in the framework of general models with two Higgs field doublets [12] . In such models the cross sections expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2) are valid, but the Higgs boson decay branching ratios are not predicted. 2)], therefore limiting the excluded region from above. For a heavier h ~ boson the Z* ~ ~P and Z* e § -, #+#-channel analyses are used to derive the upper limit on sin2(/~ -a). In evaluating the detection efficiency we have taken into account all possible decay modes and retained the one with the lowest efficiency.
In the region m_AO > mh0/2 the h ~ boson decays to either a pair of quarks (bb or c~) or ~-leptons (7-+T-). Three cases are considered: In the first case, the Higgs scalar couples in an SM-like manner leading to hadronic final states in more than 90% of the cases. In the second case, the Higgs scalar couples only to down-type fermions (as in the SUSY case, with tan/3 > 1). In such a case the ratio between h ~ ~ T+~ --and h ~ ~ bb is practically model-independent and depends on the running-mass ratio only, resulting in a hadronic branching ratio of 92-94%. In the third case, the Higgs scalar couples to up-type fermions only (as in the SUSY case, with tan/~ < 1), leading to a pure c~ final state.
The searches in the neutrino and leptonic channels are not sensitive to differences between c~ and b13 final states. Therefore, the worst possible case --in which 92% of the decays are to hadronic final states --is used when deriving the upper bound on sin2(/3 -c~). This limit, together with the Z ~ width constraint leads to the exclusion of the grey area, labeled B in Fig. 11 . The discontinuity at mho = 10 GeV/c 2 (mA 0 ~ 55 GeV/c 2) is due to the fact that our most recent analysis is not extended below 10 GeV/c 2 where an earlier published analysis [41] , based on a lower luminosity, is used.
In the region 2 mb< mA 0 < mh0/2, the lowest detection efficiency is obtained for the decay h ~ ~ A~ ~ where the A ~ decays predominantly (92%) to hadronic final states due to similar reasons as mentioned above. This leads to the exclusion of the region labeled C in Fig. 11 . The dashed line labeled c shows the exclusion which would be obtained for models in which the h ~ --~ A~ ~ decay would be suppressed.
Finally, in the region 2m~-< raAO < 2rob and below the line mAo = mho/2 one has to consider the decay Z ~ h~ ~ --~ (A~176 ~ with A ~ ~ ~- § since it gives the lowest detection efficiency. This results in the exclusion of the region marked D in Fig. 11 . The dashed line labeled d shows the exclusion which would be obtained for models in which the A ~ ~ T+~ --decay mode would be suppressed.
Since the branching fractions of a very light A ~ boson
(mAo < 2m~-) are uncertain, and following the procedure oftaking the least favourable case, none of the above mentioned analyses is capable of excluding this region, except for mho < 1 1.3 GeV/c 2 where the exclusion was obtained from the decay-mode independent analysis.
